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Rat and other vermin populations are booming
and should be a concern for every gamekeeper,

no matter the size of the shoot or the number
of birds. The new Quill Feeder stand will
help control vermin around your feeders,
protecting your feed and saving you money,

especially if you use it with the Vermin Trap

Box. The reversible Quill Feeder Stand is

made from two halves of recycled black
plastic, upon which either the Quill Midi

Feeder and the Quill Feed Bin Kit can sit.
There's also a promotional offer of: Buy 20

stands, receive a free Vermin Trap Box.

Thanks to using space-age
materials, this bipod weighs

only 829. The various adapters
weigh from to 7 to 319. The

carbon fibre reinforced Peek

polymer is immensely strong and
generally regarded as the highest
performing material in the world.
At the heart of the system is a

spigot, allowing for a quick detach

and centre of gravity close to the
barrel, giving maximum stability.
The universal sling-swiveI stud

adapter places the spigot just

8mm below the forearm. We

believe the NeoPod spigot offers
the lowest center of gravity of any

bipod designed to fold under the
barrel. The legs fold flat under the
gun, so there is nothing sticking
out or metal parts digging into
your shoulder.
Pri,cer L299 Web: www.cou ntry
sportswholesale.co.u k

Tel: 01223 208110

Pricezt7.77 +VAT A
Web: www.ouillproductions.co.uk /
Tel:01258 818239

Flugz advanced hearing protection will change the way you use, buy and

think about reusable earplugs. The Flugz are heated in a microwave for 40
seconds until flexible, then placed in your ear canal to mould perfectly to
your contours. This ensures a perfect fit to block harmful sound waves from

reaching your eardrum, and makes the plugs comfortable to wear all day.

Flugz have a noise reduction rating of 21 decibels while still allowing you

to hear low frequency sounds clearly and effectively. Packaged in a handy,

microwavable container, Flugz can be remoulded multiple
times and are completely reusable.
Pricez E24.99 Web: www.bushwear.co.uk
Tel: 0845 226 0469

Lightweight, foldable and comfortable to carry, the Little
Squirrel single barrel, single shot rifle from Chiappa Firearms of
Italy is the perfect rifle for pest control.

The robustly built rifle has an all-metal construction with a

simple break action making it extremely tough in the field.

The Little Squirrel features a carbon steel barrel, an external
hammer and a wire stock with 12-round cartridge holder. lt also

incorporates a fixed front sight, a rear sight that is adjustable for
height and windage and a threaded muzzle, meaning moderators
and optics can be fitted if required.

Weighing in under 3lb the Little Squirrel is available in .221R in

an 18.5in barrel length, which also features a quad rail picatinny

and comes with a nylon carry bag, and in 9mm Flobert with a

24in smoothbore barrel. The rifle can also be accessorised with a

hammer extension and a pistol grip with an integrated cleaning kit.
Price: fl81.50 in .22LR; fl93.05 in 9mm Flobert
Web: www.shootingsports.edgarbrothers.com
Telz 01625 613177
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